CONGRATULATIONS to all the Pointers, and their handlers, who competed in AKC Agility in 2019 !! Whether just starting out in Novice, or working on Double Q's toward a MACH or PACH title, it's wonderful to see so many Pointers competing in this fast-paced spor!

The following compilation lists the accomplishments of each and every Pointer who has shown in the preceding year. Congratulations on your success, and best wishes for a "green" future !!

The APC's Top Agility Dog for 2019 is Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI, owned by APC member Betsy Thompson. “Bolt” is a young 'up and comer', whose many accomplishments belie his young age. Look for more to come from this outstanding team !! Congratulations Betsy and Bolt !!!

The APC Top Preferred Agility Dog for 2019 is CH MACH4 Black Alder Denali JH MXS2 MJG2 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB MXF T2B4. “Deena” is owned, trained and loved by APC member Debra Pereira. Debra and Deena have proudly represented our breed at the prestigious Eukanuba Agility Invitational for several years. Congratulations to Debra and Deena !!

The AKC/APC Top Dogs Ranked in Agility Events is calculated using the AKC Top MACH/PACH Dog formula: (Double Q’s x 10) + MACH/PACH (Master Agility Championship/Preferred Agility Championship) points that dogs have earned during the qualifying period. Dogs must have competed and qualified in Master ( formerly: Excellent B) classes to be eligible for both APC and AKC Agility Top Dog ranking.

Dogs running in the Masters classes, Regular or Preferred, MUST receive perfect scores of 100 - in order to qualify, therefore, the point totals for each dog reflect the total of all MACH/PACH points earned for each qualifying run during the period. One MACH/PACH point is awarded for every full second that the dog runs under the Standard Course Time in the Masters Standard and Masters Jumpers with Weaves classes.

Please note: Only dogs owned by current APC members are eligible for the APC Top Dog awards for each level. Eligible dogs, and their APC ranking are bracketed in bold face type, as a separate distinction from the numerical rankings of each registered Pointer currently competing and, therefore, ranked by AKC.

Also note that the APC point qualification period for all levels is based on the actual calendar year: January 1, 2018 - December 31, 2018; while the AKC qualification period for Top Invitational Dogs is July 1, 2017 - June 30, 2018.

The APC Top Dogs in the Excellent, Open and Novice levels - Regular and Preferred, are determined by totaling the dog’s scores for each qualifying run - in the Standard and Jumpers with Weaves classes, at that level of competition. Dogs competing in these levels may earn qualifying scores with faults, which are deducted from the perfect score of 100. No speed (MACH/PACH) points are accumulated in these levels.

Please note: Scores earned in the "games" classes: FAST and T2B, as well as the new Premier Classes, are NOT included in the point totals for any level! These accomplishments are listed individually in the Titles report.

A ‘double asterisk’ ( ** ) after the owner's name indicates a current APC member, eligible for APC Top Dog awards.
**Regular Classes:**

**2019 American Pointer Club Top Agility Dog**

**Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI**

*Betsy Thompson* *

**2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Agility Events - Master**

208 MACH points – Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI

*Betsy Thompson* *

(APC #1 Master Agility Pointer)

206 MACH points – CH MACH4 Cinnakerry’s Dakota Breeze MXS2 MJG2 XF T2B2

*Margaret Jewett*

73 MACH points – Thompson’s Otis BN RI MX MXB MXJ OF T2B CAA CGCA TKN

*Betsy Thompson* *

(APC # 2 Master Agility Pointer)

15 MACH points- GCH CH Blackgold Dawsik’s Happy Hour AX AXJ NF

*Diane Townsend* *

(APC # 3 Master Agility Pointer)

**2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Agility Events - Excellent**

600 points – Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI

*Betsy Thompson* *

(APC #1 Excellent Agility Pointer)

200 points – GCH CH Edgehill’s Comin In Hot RE JH MX MXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN

*Sara M. Petersman*, *Emily A. Petersman & Megan M. Lane* *

(APC #2 Excellent Agility Pointer)

**2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Agility Events - Open**

570 points – Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI

*Betsy Thompson* *

(APC #1 Open Agility Pointer)
2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Agility Events – Novice

580 points – CH Alydar Wb-Ss Pour Some Sugar On Me NA NAJ CGC TKN
   Mauricio Britva & Rachael Murphy*
   (APC #1 Novice Agility Pointer)

545 points – CH Tahari's Full Metal Jacket JH NA NAJ NF CA BCAT ACT1 DN TKN
   Theresa M. Lyons*
   (APC #2 Novice Agility Pointer)

395 points – Kinnike Kismet RE JH AX AXJ NF CAA DCAT CGCA TKI
   Betsy Thompson *
   (APC #3 Novice Agility Pointer)

368 points - CH Coralwood's Rockin' Robin NA NAJ NF
   Joan Schmeling*, Laurie Schmeling & Ellen Hardin
   (APC #4 Novice Agility Pointer)

280 points – Chillwave Evening Run NF CGC
   Jan Gaynor
   (APC #5 Novice Agility Pointer)

277 points- Blackthorne Cricklewoods Walk in the Woods NA NAP NFP
   Margaret Jewett

93 points – Corwyn”s Carnegie RN NA NF SCN SBN CGC
   Valerie R. Senneff* & Tammy Albee*
   (APC #6 Novice Agility Pointer)

90 points – Brocks New Moon Rising CA BCAT
   Janine Pollard & Desiree Brock*
   (APC #7 Novice Agility Pointer)

Preferred Classes:

2019 American Pointer Club Top Preferred Agility Dog

CH MACH 4 Black Alder Denali JH MXS2 MJG2 MXP3 MXPB MJPB MXF T2B4
   Debra Pereira* & Phyllis B Kroll *
2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Preferred Agility Events – Master

801 PACH points - CH MACH 4 Black Alder Denali JH MXS2 MJG2 MXP3 MXPB MJPB MXF T2B4
   Debra Pereira* & Phyllis B Kroll *
   (APC # 1 Master Preferred Agility Pointer)

295 PACH points - GCH CH MACH 4 Coralwood Wynot Brew Crew CDX, RN, JH, MXG2, MJB2, XF
   Joan Schmeling*
   (APC # 2 Master Preferred Agility Pointer)

248 PACH points - CH MACH4 Cinnakerry's Dakota Breeze MXS2 MJG2 XF T2B2
   Margaret Jewett

158 PACH points - GCH CH Edgehill's Comin In Hot RE JH MX MXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN
   Sara M. Petersman*, Emily A. Petersman & Megan M. Lane *
   (APC #3 Master Preferred Agility Pointer)

9 PACH points - Thompson's Otis BN RI MX MXB MXJ OF T2B CAA CGCA TKN
   Betsy Thompson*
   (APC # 4 Master Preferred Agility Pointer)

2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Preferred Agility Events – Open

395 points – GCH CH Edgehill's Comin In Hot RE JH MX MXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN
   Sara M. Petersman*, Emily A. Petersman & Megan M. Lane *
   (APC #1 Open Preferred Agility Pointer)

2019 AKC/APC Top Ranked Pointers In Preferred Agility Events – Novice

95 points – CH Cookiland Daytime Diva
   Barry R. Rounds* & Catherine R. Rounds
   (APC # 1 Novice Preferred Agility Pointer)

- Denotes APC Member